Lecture Two: The Analogy Theory ['AT']


1. I know my own mind ‘directly’, but all I have to go on when it comes to other minds is their behaviour. But looks consistent with behaviour that a) other minds are different from how I take them to be or b) they’re not there at all! The problem has specific and hyperbolic forms. Challenge is to spell out our entitlement to OM-judgments.

B. ANALOGICAL INFERENCE AND [AA]

1. Analogical inference (see [i]): I form a judgment about b’s props by inferring from i) knowledge of a’s props and ii) knowledge that b is like a. Instances will be more or less complicated depending on no. of props involved. E.g. A) I judge that Trev’s car can do 0-60 in 3.1s on the basis of i) Rog’s car can do 0-60 in 3.1s, and ii) Trev’s and Rog’s cars are similar; B) I judge that I will die on the basis of i) Julie has ingested cyanide and has died, ii) I have ingested cyanide, iii) Julie and I are relevantly similar.

2. [AT] claims: OM-judgments justified by an argument from analogy [AA]:
   
   P1) S is in C-type circs. and/or is displaying B-type behaviour. [Non-psychological other-knowledge]
   P2) C-type circs. tend to cause me to be in M-type state and/or my B-type behaviours tend to be caused by M-type mental states in me. [Psychological self-knowledge]
   P3) S and I are relevantly similar. [Relevant Similarity Assumption]
   C) So, S is (probably) in M-type mental state.

C. SOME REMARKS ON [AA] AND [AT]

1. ‘[AT]’ names the theory under consideration; [AA] the reasoning justifying OM-judgments.

2. (P1)-(C) is a reconstruction of various versions of [AA]. (For particular presentations see [ii])

3. (P2) treats C \rightarrow M \rightarrow B relations as causal, but (P2) could also be correlative.

4. [AA] needn’t occur in consciousness (or even in mind) – it need only reconstruct one’s justification.

5. What is the relevant similarity between me and others? Two suggestions a) Similarity of outward behaviour (maybe relativised to circs.) b) Similarity of biological make-up (similar nervous systems etc.).

D. (P1) AND THICK BEHAVIOURAL CONCEPTS (see also [iv])

1. Premises of [AA] must – on pain of circularity – include only psychologically neutral concepts. But it’s implausible that we pick out others’ behaviour in a psychologically neutral way. Think about how you would most naturally describe these expressions:
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2. [AT] can distinguish thick and thin behavioural concepts, and say: (P1) includes only thin concepts.
   
   A smile is a facial expression formed by flexing the muscles near both ends of the mouth and by flexing muscles throughout the mouth. Some smiles include contraction of the muscles at the corner of the eyes.

3. But it’s very implausible that we use these very often at all. Indeed, a lot of detailed empirical work (e.g. [vi]) goes into being able to describe facial expressions ‘thinly’. (Note also discrepancy between quote and pic.) [AA] loses force if it requires us to pick out others’ behaviour in this way.

4. But [AA] is supposed to reconstruct one’s justification for OM-judgments – not our actual methodology/thought processes. As long as a justification is available then (says [AT]) our OM-judgments are justifiable. However, it’s not clear that we even have these thin concepts (psychologists have to discover the correct thin descriptions of facial expressions). And minimally, if [AA] is to justify my OM-judgments, I need to possess the concepts it requires.

E. (P2) AND THIN BEHAVIOURAL CONCEPTS

1. If (P1) uses thin concepts, then so must (P2) if [AA] is not to equivocate. But it’s hugely implausible that I pick out my own behaviour using thin behavioural concepts: my knowledge that my smile is a happy one doesn’t require any investigation into how it looks/which muscles are contracted/relaxed. Knowledge of my smile as happy seems as immediate as knowledge of my happiness.

2. Together with prob in (D), this constitutes a dilemma for [AT]: [AA] either begs question or equivocates.

3. Can [AT] drop all talk of behaviour and concentrate on circumstances? Yes, but this hugely weakens [AT]. Certain OM-judgments can’t be justified without ref. to behaviour, e.g. a) judgments that S is in M-given-C (when I wouldn’t be), b) judgments that S is in C-independent M, c) S is in M-given-unknown-C. But these are super-common OM-judgments.

F. (P3) AND DEFINING ‘RELEVANCE’

1. Not all similarities are relevant to drawing analogical inferences. Car—acceleration inference: similar models relevant; similar colours not. Why? Because we assume that: same model (but not same colour) entails same underlying props. These latter props determine acceleration props. Why is similarity of behaviour-given-circs and bio-make-up relevant to [AA]? Because this similarity is assumed to entail some underlying similarity which determined mindedness. But this means [AA] is question begging.

2. Is this unfair? ([AA]’s not trying to render OM-judgments certain; just to make them probable/more probable than their negations.) No! how certain an analogical conclusion is depends on how similar things are. The current objection is that we can’t state which similarity is relevant to [AA] without begging the question; that my knowledge of relevance of a given similarity presupposes knowledge of minds other than mine:

Any argument to other minds is an attempt to justify the belief that I am not unique. […] There must not be any relevant difference between the case or cases which form the evidential base and the case or cases inferred to in the conclusion, but with every version of the analogical inference to other minds there is a difference: the evidential base is about my case, my instances of pain accompanying pain behaviour, etc., while the conclusion is about cases which are not mine. Now, as is required for a satisfactory analogical inference, can I rule that such a difference is not a relevant one, that is, that it is reasonable to believe that I am not unique, without begging that question. For the argument in question is being used to justify this very belief, namely that I am not unique. [vi]
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G. (P1), (P2) AND THE SCOPE OF [AA]

1. (Modulo previous considerations) Not clear that [AA] can justify OM-judgments of *propositional attitude* – these seem to need attributing holistically, or if attributed singly, then only by presupposing certain other PA’s. If [AA] is supposed to be the only route to justified OM-judgments, looks like we can’t get started attributing PA’s.

READING FOR NEXT WEEK (THEORY THEORY)
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